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Sri Yagnavalkya Ashram was founded in the year 1910 by a group of admirers of the celebrated 
yogi saint Yagnavalkya, led by late. Lakkur Ramachandrayya. He established the institution 
known as “Sri Shukla Yajurveda Sabha” in association with Baburayana koppalu Honnappa, 
kotemane Nanjappa, Mandi Mallappa, Mojinidar Thimmappa, Shivappa Gururaya Bhatta and 
others. 

Initially it was late. Brahmashri Dasambhatta, who started teaching shukla yajurveda at Sri 
Nagareshwara temple, Nagarathpete, Bangalore,. Even today this is known as the “Mother 
Institution” for Sanskrit teaching, first established in Bangalore. Later the school was shifted to a 
30’X108’ site at 3rd main, Chamarajpet donated by late.Baburayana koppalu Honnappa .with 
generous contributions received from friends and devotees’, building was constructed here and 
the teaching of Vedas and Sanskrit was continued.  Idol of Vidyaganapathi, discovered at 
sampangi tank was brought and installed here. The idols of Sri Yagnavalkya and Gayathri were 
also installed and regular worship has been conducted since then. 

 Sri Shukla Yajushakha Trust and Sri Yagnavalkya Ashram established under its 
aspirers   has for its main object the presentation of teachings of Sri Yagnavalkya as revealed in 
the Shatapatha Brahmana Brihadaranyaka upnishad and the  smritis  which go  by his name . The 
institution expanded its activities consequent to the acquisition of the new site measuring 
44’X135’ on the fifth main, Chikkanna Garden liberally donated by Kotemane Nanjappa. After 
the buildings were constructed at the new site, the school was shifted here. A hostel was also 
constructed at the site for the students of the school. The teaching of Vedas and Sanskrit has 
continued since then uninterruptedly. Some social and religion activities have also been 
undertaken here from time to time. 

 The institution is now completing one hundred years. Thousands of students of the 
institution have rewarded meritorious services in Vedic and religious rites. Among the alumni of 
the institution late. Martanda Chidambara Dixit of Hubli and BrahmaShri Parashurama 
Ghanapaati of Chennai are recipients of state awards. Sri Paramapujya Chidambara Murthy 



 

 

Chakravarthi swamiji, honorary president of the centenary celebrations committee also is a 
former student of this institution. All this is a matter of great pride for all of us.  

   For the benefit of the members Sri Yagnavalkya credit co-operative 
society has been established under the leadership of late. B V RamaRao and G Narasimha 
Murthy. 

 For the propagation and dissemination of the Vedic religion among the people. Several 
books have been published under the leadership of late. B V RamaRao. They include Kanva 
sandhya worship, Yagnavalkya suprabhata, Nityakarma, Daily worship, Kanva samhit, Ishavyasa 
Upanishad, Brihadaranya Upanishad etc. Besides Sri Yagnavalkya Jayanthi, Sri 
Sureshwaracharya Jayanthi, Geetajayanthi etc are celebrated every year. Lectures on Upanishads 
and other religious activities are also undertaken from time to time. 

     We are now engaged in the process of celebrating the 
centenary celebrations in a befitting manner. The five day program will include Vedic recitation 
and several Vedic rites. We also intended to honor people who have done distinguished service 
in the field. A commemoration volume also will be released. Special poojas, feeding programme, 
recitations and cultural programs have been planned. Hundred recitations of Shukla Yajurveda 
and havans are also on avail scholars in the field will be honored. 

  To commemorate the hundred years, construction of building and publication of 
books have been envisaged. A hall will be hired in the neighborhood for public functions to be 
held for 3 days and during the remaining 2 days the rituals will be conducted in our own 
premises. The celebrations will last for 5 days from Wednesday 9.2.2010 to Sunday 13.2.2010. 

  To conduct the celebrations a committee under the leadership of Sri K L Nagara 
Rao has been formed, under overall guidance of honorary president Paramapujya Sri 
Chidambara Murthy chakravarthi swamiji, president of Sri Yagnavalkya trust Sri P T 
KrishnaMurthy, Sri K MohanaMurthy, Sri M P Venkatesh Murthy, Sri B V Gudi, Sri H N 
Nanjundaiah, Sri G K SubbaRao, Srimathi Indira Krishnamurthy are associated with the 
centenary committee. The rituals will be headed by Brahmashri M Vankatesh Bhat Parashara. 

   It is a great opportunity for people to associate themselves in this great 
Endeavour by contributions of every kind, physical, mental, material and financial and receive 
the blessings of great sage Yagnavalkya. 

          President 

Bangalore Centenary celebrations committee  


